Customer Engagement &
Reputation Specialists
Taking the guesswork
out of guest work

Using mystery guest, customer feedback and online reputation, we specialise in
supporting multi-site hospitality operators in service improvements and revenue growth.
We realise that data, by itself, does not initiate change but people do, so we work closely with our clients to
make sure they are interpreting feedback in a meaningful and actionable way.
Our values are centred around giving feedback kindly to influence positive change, and our focus is on
helping teams in understanding behaviours.
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Online Reputation Management

Customer reviews deliver a true and general overview of how the
public see your brand and insight as to whether you need to take
radical actions

• Benchmark your reputation and keep an eye on your competition
• Save time and manage all your customer feedback and reviews
from just one interface
• Support your team in managing service recovery

All your online reviews
and NPS in one place

See where guests are leaving their
feedback and generate your NPS.

Respond to all reviews
from one interface

GM’s can access all reviews and
respond to them from one interface.
Area Managers can see which reviews
have been responded to and what has
been written.
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Analyse sentiment to understand
the customer experience

Trending Topics analyses customer
sentiment from the local, regional, and brand
level, unlocking opportunities to improve
operations and increase revenue.

How likely are you to recommend 601 Queens Rd
– Wimbledon to a friend or colleague?
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Channel complaints away
from public forums

Send out an NPS question to your
guests via your booking system,
email, tablet or QR code. Ask them to
write their feedback to you, privately.

Easy and flexible reporting

Select daily, weekly and monthly notifications
and reports that are applicable to you,
whether you are a GM or Company Director.

Competitor reports

See how customers rate
your brand against its
competitors.
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